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ABSTRACT
Nowadays we experience a paradigm shift in our society, where
every item around us is becoming a computer facilitating life-
changing applications like self-driving cars, tele-medicine, precision
agriculture or virtual reality. On one hand, for the execution of such
resource demanding applications we need powerful IT facilities.
On the other hand, the requirements often include latencies below
100 ms or even below 10 ms – what is called “tactile internet”. To
facilitate low latency computation has to be placed in the vicinity
of the end users by utilizing the concept of Edge Computing. In this
talk we explain the challenges of Edge systems in combination with
tactile internet. We discuss the recent problems of geographically
distributed machine learning applications and novel approaches
to balance competing priorities like the energy efficiency and the
staleness of the machine learning models.

Available failure resilience mechanisms designed for Cloud com-
puting or generic distributed systems cannot be applied to Edge sys-
tems due to timeliness, hyper heterogeneity and resource scarcity.
Therefore, we discuss a novel machine learning based mechanism
that evaluates the failure resilience of a service deployed redun-
dantly on the edge infrastructure. Our approach learns the spa-
tiotemporal dependencies between edge server failures and com-
bines them with the topological information to incorporate link
failures by utilizing the concept of the Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(DBNs). Eventually, we infer the probability that a certain set of
servers fails or disconnects concurrently during service runtime.
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• Computer systems organization → Distributed architec-
tures; Dependable and fault-tolerant systems and networks.
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